SOMEBODY IS EXPECTING YOU

CHRISTMAS OR NEW YEAR
THEY ARE WAITING FOR YOU TO COME
THE HOMING INSTINCT
Tells You To Go

THE DESIRE FOR COMFORT
suggests
THE LINE OF BLOCK SIGNALS
To Chicago, Omaha, Denver, Kansas City and all points East

THE EASY WAY
THROUGH TRAINS WITH EQUIPMENT
A PLEASURE TO ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS

WRITE THEM YOU ARE COMING, THEN LET US TELL YOU HOW LITTLE IT WILL COST.
H. E. Waite, Agent, O.W. R. & N., Madras, Ore.

I. O. O. F. Lodge
Meets every Tuesday night. Stranger are welcome.

Perry Henderson, M.G.
Lewis H. Irving, Secretary

Balfour-Guthrie & Co.
GRAIN DEALERS
Madras, Oregon
P. W. Ashley, Agent. Farmers Phone

The Shamrock
TOMMY MCCORMACK, Prop.
Fine Wines, Liquors and Cubares
FURNISHED ROOMS—New and Up-to-Date-quarters

New Crop Extracted Honey
Gathered from ALPFA and CLOVER BLOSSOMS.
John Yakima Taylor, and left on the hives all summer until thoroughly ripened; in thick, rich, and has a delicious flavor; got up in new, square, 50 lb. (not) cans. Secured Brand, c. d. shipping point, Bull Run, Wash. Single case $6.00. Two or more cases send per pound. Club with your neighbor and secure the lower rate. O. W. R. & N. and Northern Pacific.

John C. Klocker, F. B. D. No. I. MARTON, WASH.

ASHLEY & IRVING
FOR
ROCK SPRINGS COAL, FUR JUNIPER AND SLAB WOOD
PRICES REASONABLE

FREE DELIVERY

GENERAL OREGON NEWS
Oregon Irrigation Congress to be held at Portland, January 24-25. Premises to be very attractive. Attendance will be large. Probably the most interesting features of the Oregon Irrigation Congress will be the exhibits to be held on the State Fair grounds, from Jan. 9-11, will be a session given up to the actual experiences of the farmers on irrigated lands. This series of talks will be highly instructive and show just what is needed to aid irrigation in Oregon.

There will be, also, addressing and discussions well worth hearing. This three day session will conclude with a banquet.

Oregon is preeminent among the states in the amount of standing timber, amounting to the report of the State Board of Forestry, Not only does Oregon stand fourth in the amount of standing timber in the United States and Oregon now stands fourth in the amount of lumber. Oregon has approximately seven times as many timber as all the states east of the Rocky Mountains put together.

Oregon people who visited the Chicago and Minneapolis and Chicago advise that this state is stronger showing than ever before. Next year they say many farmers will be sold to the opportunities here by the exhibit of Oregon farmers and next year will be a new era in the state as a result.

The director of the Oregon is one of the same officials for the Oregon Agricultural College who has arranged for the Oregon Farmer and the Oregon Flyer, for 1898. He finds that Oregon produced crops in 1898 that year to the value of $400,000,000.

Varient bits in cities and towns should be used to grow poultry and to keep the Resident Masons of the Oregon Poultry Association. Oregon's dry and poultry product would be increased 25 per cent of this amount.

Oregon Agricultural College News.
To give Oregonians who cannot come to the agricultural college the benefit of his help plans have just been made by the college extension division. It is planned to carry the college assistance into every town every farm in the state.

The plans provide for demonstration farmers in different sectional demonstration stations; lectures; demonstrations, farmer's institutes at commercial clubs, in cooperation with蜂ed organizations; traveling schools; correspondence courses; popular bulletins; educational exhibits for county fairs and meetings of local clubs; aid in organizing rural community fire protection; in aid of industrial work in the schools, and cooperation with the federal government in assisting rural Oregon.

A distribution of branch experiment stations as required to solve the problems of different parts of the state is also planned.

Conferences with representatives of various sections will be held and a plan drawn up to submit to the board of agriculture.

That the future development of the state is dependent upon the farmers and rural people, and particularly on those who are progressive and are always found for study and the adoption of new methods is acknowledged by Dr. James Whitehouse in his lectures on the visiting farmers of Oregon.

"After Oregon's magnificence and records to agriculture, after her mines are abandoned and the holes in the ground filled up by the State of Oregon will continue to respond to proper cultivation by increasing the "nutritive" value of their owners," said Dr. Withey.

He showed that present rural conditions would be revolutionized by the advent of intensive farmers from Europe when the Oregon Canal opens the water route. Every Oregonian, he said, should take advantage of his first opportunity to get a glimpse of Oregon land and improve in order that they may secure their share of the advantages which increasingly come with increased population.

Cured of Liver Complaint.
"I am cured of all my complaints," says Fred Smith, of Point Harbor, and declared that he has a fine live of Chamberlain's Ipecacuan and tarry Tablets, and says happy to say that I am completely cured and can testify to the merit of every product of the firm.

Figures compiled by the Automobile Trade Journal, of Philadelphia, show that American automobile manufacturers estimate their 1922 output of pleasure cars at 228,600. Those who thought that the market had been reached in 1922 with its record of nearly 300,000 cars, were mistaken.

The estimated output for 1923 is now more than double that of 1922, and is by far the greatest in the production of motor vehicles in any one year; it is, in fact, an increase...the last ten years together.

What does it mean for safety, transportation and the establishment of new automobile companies unifying over 150 firms in America in 1923? Since its beginning the automobile has increased in value on which it has now been regulated. A loan was passed in this market two years ago, and is now out of date. In the automobile becoming a national problem.

PROFESSIONAL CARD

DOCTOR W. J. BURDECK
LAWYER

Practicing in Business

E. E. BLANCHARD
Attorney at Law
MADRAS, OREGON

O. W. BARRETT
NOTARY PUBLIC
For conveyances Collections a Specialty.

O. C. COLE
NOTARY PUBLIC
MADRAS, OREGON

C. C. GOLVER
V. V. WELSH
LAWYERS

J. H. JENSEN
ATTORNEY AT LAW
MADRAS, OREGON

ARMS M. BLANKS
BANK M. BLANKS

Brockbank Building
MADRAS, OREGON

HOBSON CAFE
OASIS HOTEL, Pop.

Quick Order Service

** WE SERVE EVERYONE**
WE ARE PLEASED TO SERVE YOU

FREE DISCOUNTS FOR OUR CUSTOMERS

SAY YOU SAW THE新聞 IN THE REGISTER

804. BATHS

MADRAS, OREGON

YOU CAN BE SURE OF KEEPING YOUR ROOFS AND SIDING CLEAN WITH A SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX.

MADRAS STATE BANK

TO aromatic beverages of all kinds. Leading hotel brands and popular bar brands. Good quality mix; also brandy, rum and vodka.

The J. H. Haner Abstract Company

Prineville
Oregon

Capacity stock $5000.00
Surplus $3000.00 fully paid up.

Abstract of title to real property in Cook county.

Chartered and organized. Photographs, making copies of records and city plat at low cost.

Tum-A-Lum Lumber Company

Building Material

Red and Doug Fir
Paving Paper
Burlington
Green
Painters

LIVERY, FEED & SALE
MADRAS, OREGON
G. V. SANTON

Your Orders Prompt Attention

Transcript Stock Given Best Of Feed And Care

THE PIONEER

print all the news of Central Oregon and your acceptance is acceptable at any time.

JOB PRINTING

all of any and every description.